
Chapter 5.2
DIET AND NUTRITION



If this is the answer…what was the 

question?

1) 15 – 20% of your healthy diet.

2) Alcohol 

3) BMI of over 30.

Answers

1) What percentage of daily calorie intake should be protein?

2) Is a concentrated source of energy but cannot be 
available during exercise for our working muscles?

3) What percentage BMI will a person have to be classed as 
obese? 



KEY TERMS – COPY INTO BOOK



SUPERSIZE ME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmOj54D2GJI

Whilst watching the educational clips from supersize me, please 

answer the following questions:

1) Is this a sustainable diet?

2) What are the health implications of following this diet?

3) Are there any long term changes to his body?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmOj54D2GJI


CREATE A BALANCED DIET

Task – Using the food and drinks cards, choose 12 to make a 
healthy diet for a day.

Rules

- You can only pick 12 cards

- You must have 3 meals, breakfast, lunch and dinner and you can allow 
for snacks

- Water is only one card, but is unlimited all day

SHARE – Justify to the rest of the class why you have chosen your 12 cards.



COMPOSITION OF A HEALTHY DIET

Using page 155, compare your choices to the 

composition triangle shown on this slide.

Task

Compare the percentages of carbohydrates, 

fats and proteins (macronutrients) that are 

recommended with what you chose. 

1) How different are they?

2) Was there a specific area that you missed?

3) Was there a specific area you were too 

generous with?



WHAT IS YOUR IDEAL COMPOSITION 

TRIANGLE?

Task – Draw the composition triangle into your book, filling it with 

items you would wish to eat and drink.

You must:

- Stick to the allotted portion amounts

- Avoid too much fat

- Avoid too many sugary foods

- Include vitamins and minerals



Exam Question 

What dietary advice would you give a games 

player when following an exercise programme?

(8 marks)

Hints

- Make sure the diet is balanced

- Take into account they are a sports performer (ENERGY)

- Remember hydration is key


